ANTHROPOLOGY MINOR (21 CREDITS)

Name_________________________________________   ID#____________________________   Advisor ________________________________

REQUIRED COURSES

_____ANTHROPL 218   Cultural Anthropology
_____ANTHROPL 220   Tombs, Temples, and Buried Treasures: Introduction to Archaeology
_____ANTHROPL 225   Human Evolution: Introduction to Biological Anthropology

SELECT AT LEAST 9 UNITS FROM THE FOLLOWING:

_____ANTHROPL 302   Culture, Medicine, and Health
_____ANTHROPL 305   Native North America in Anthropological Perspective
_____ANTHROPL 310   Women and the Shaping of Latin America
_____ANTHROPL 316   Pharmaceuticals, Culture, and Society
_____ANTHROPL 320   Heritage and Cultural Resource Management
_____ANTHROPL 325/CRIMJUS 325   Forensic Documentation
_____ANTHROPL 334   Women and Men in Cross-Cultural Perspective
_____ANTHROPL 350/SOC 350   Contemporary Japanese Society
_____ANTHROPL 352/SOC 352   Urban Society
_____ANTHROPL 365   Pre-Columbian Civilizations
_____ANTHROPL 367/SOC 367   Archaeology of Women
_____ANTHROPL 425/CRIMJUS 425   Advanced Forensic Anthropology
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